1. SBS heat welded flashings can only be used with SBS or BUR systems. APP heat welded flashings can only be used with APP or BUR systems. (Please refer to the appropriate table in the bituminous flashing specification indicating acceptable flashing products for each of the SBS or APP heat welded systems.)

2. 3-course with MBR utility cement & fabric or MBR flashing cement & fabric may be used in lieu of target patches along edge of base flashing. Refer to Detail DFE 26.

3. Caution: Improper use of these materials and application equipment can result in severe burns, and/or damage to property. The mechanic must install these materials using the techniques recommended by JM and those found in the certified roofing torch applicator (CERTA) program available through the National Roofing Contractors Association.

4. Please see bituminous flashing specifications for a full description of installation instructions and requirements which are considered a part of this detail.